
As you may remember, I’m adopted - I have 4 siblings: two were born to my parents and two were adopted, but separate from me - 
sometimes it’s good not to be blood related to anyone in your family :)

For her freshman year of college, my youngest sister was part of a dorm floor where they matched a student from the United States 
with an international student

One day they were having a panel discussion and they were talking about mixed race families - my sister sat there thinking how cool 
it would be to be part of a mixed race family - then it dawned on her, “oh wait, I’m part of a mixed race family.”

As kids, race means nothing, especially amongst family - siblings are annoying no matter if you are the same race or not - kids are 
colorblind until we teach them not to be

In the second reading, Paul is lamenting his own people, the Jewish people - he wants his own people to believe in Jesus Christ - 
however, as a nation, as a whole, they have rejected Jesus Christ - Paul wants to help his own people to believe in Jesus 
Christ, but he knows God is sending him to foreigners, to the Gentiles

Paul knows that when his people do believe in Jesus, it will be powerful because they are the original people of God
In the Gospel, Jesus is wandering around Tyre and Sidon when a Canaanite woman approaches Him - this woman is not a Jew - she 

is a foreigner 
Even so, the Canaanite woman calls Jesus, “Lord, Son of David” - many times in the Gospels, it is the foreigners, not the Jewish 

people, who recognize who Jesus is - “Son of David” is a title for the messiah - this foreigner is saying she believes that Jesus 
really is the coming messiah

Because she believes Jesus is the messiah, she believes that Jesus can heal her daughter - the woman’s daughter is tormented by a 
demon

He says to her, “I was only sent to the lost sheep of the house of Israel” - the woman did Jesus homage and asked, “Lord, help me”
Jesus replies, “It is not right to take the food of the children and throw it to the dogs.” - do dogs enjoy food? - have you ever seen a 

dog eat an expensive steak? they don’t enjoy the taste - they just gulp it down - they don’t appreciate it
But the woman responds, “Please, Lord, for even the dogs eat the scraps that fall from the table of their masters.”
Jesus recognizes in her response not something clever, but an authentic belief and trust in who He is
So he says to her, “Oh, woman of great faith. Let it be done for you as you wish.”
And the woman’s daughter was healed - do we really believe Jesus can heal us?
Can Jesus heal our nation; our world? - I believe He is the only one who can
We have Neo-Nazis in Charlottesville, Virginia - we have the terror attacks in Spain - now I realize that some of these things were 

done in the name of a god
However, Jesus Christ never advocates hatred of a person - we can have hatred of their actions - yes, Jesus overturned the table of 

those selling animals to be sacrificed in the temple, ripping people off with extremely high prices while having a monopoly
So Jesus lashes out against bad actions - but Jesus asks us to love our neighbor as ourselves
Hatred of another person in any form is wrong - hatred of another person in any form is a sin
If we are going to bring society back to some as semblance of normality, we need to take responsibility for ourselves
In some ways we can’t control what the government does - we can’t control what people in Virginia do - what we can control is what 

we do



In the first reading Isaiah is speaking for the Lord - he says to observe what is right and do what is just
We need to take personal responsibility for our own actions - we need to do the right thing - the right thing is not defined by what we 

can get away with - just because there isn’t a law against a said action or there isn’t a chance we would get caught, doesn’t 
mean we should do it

God created humanity - thus, as Catholics, we believe that God gets to define what is morally right and wrong for human beings to do 
- in theology, we can this the natural law - in some ways, natural law is written on our hearts

It is why the murder of an innocent person in almost all societies is considered wrong
We also need to make sure our interactions with people are just, are fair, are free of racism, are free of prejudice - and not just our 

actions, but our intentions
It is true, we cannot control people’s reactions - maybe they think we are being prejudice when we are not
Growing up in Ames, I had a friend who was born in Zambia and grew up in India - he said that even in the 80’s and 90’s in Ames, 

Iowa, he felt discriminated against - maybe I was ignorant, but I never felt that way - now maybe my friend is right - I don’t 
doubt he was discriminated against, but I have a feeling it was not as often as he thought it was - I think he was looking for 
negativity where there was none

So we cannot control people’s reactions or perceptions, but what we can control are our actions and intentions
We need to make sure our intentions are pure, are holy, are just
We do this one interaction at a time - we may not be able to change the world overnight, but we can make sure that in our daily 

interactions with people, we treat everyone fairly and with the dignity and love they deserve as human beings
Jesus never asks us to like everyone - there are some people who will drive us nuts - just our personalities and theirs just won’t mix - 

however, we are called to love them
According to Saint Pope John Paul II and many others, loving someone means willing the good of the other - so even though we may 

not like them or get along with them, we still should want good things for them 
Opinions and fake news are not getting us anywhere - what we need is the supernatural love and Truth of Jesus Christ flowing 

through us and out into the world
Only when we take responsibility for our own actions will the world change - we need to make sure we treat every person we interact 

with with love and respect - we need to treat them fairly
Again, we may not be in a position to do something on a larger scale - but maybe you are - then maybe God is calling you to do that - 

but most of us aren’t - most of us are called to change society one interaction at a time
This craziness cannot continue indefinitely - we either need to change the course of society or it will crumble
We are all different - the differences of races should be celebrated - it should be a source of unity and learning, not discrimination and 

violence
We cannot do this on our own - our natural love is not enough - we need the supernatural love of Jesus Christ - we need to be in 

prayer praying for our nation, our world - then we need to go out with the supernatural love of Jesus Christ so that we are able 
to interact with people with the love of Jesus Christ

So go and love with the love of Jesus Christ 


